For 2-(2n+l,n,A) designs there are two well-known results about extensions to 3-designs. They are:
any 2-(2n+l,n,X) design can be extended to a 3-(2n+2,n+l,X) design by complementation;
(ii) for 2X = n-1 (i.e. for Hadamard designs) there is only one way of extending to a 3-design and that is by complementation.
•.
In an extension by complementation each original block has the same new variety added to it. Then complements with respect to the extended variety set are taken to form further new blocks. The resulting design is self-complementary and each of its blocks contains half the total number of varieties.
I have always treated (i) and (ii) as folk theorems but I am sure they are not and I would like to know who the originators are so they can be given their rightful credit.
The proofs of both are worth reproducing here since not only are they brief but they also illustrate basic counting principles. To prove (i) let N 3 be the number of blocks in the 2-(2n+l,n,X) design which contain all three of a given triple of varieties. Let N 0 be the number of blocks containing none of them. Then by the principle of inclusion and exclusion which yields N 0 + N 3 = X. Therefore in the array obtained by complementation there are X complementary pairs of blocks continuing a given triple and so the array is a 3-design.
The proof. of (ii) uses a property of symmetric 2-designs (the designs for which b = v) namely, any block in such a design intersects any other in exactly X varieties. Now in Mullin and Bate [4] : and also [l] and [3] ) there are just two that can be extended in more than one way [l] . One of these has three different extensions two of which are isomorphic. The other one, which is the genesis of this paper, can be extended in just two ways. This is the baby 4.
of a whole family of designs with multiple extensions to 3-designs. The non-self-complementary 3-(10,5,3) design that it qenerates can be presented by using two sets of five symbols which here will be distinguished by using two differing typefaces, 01234 It is time to pause and count triples. Deleting a type-face from figure 5 produces the 3-array of figure 4 which but for a missinq symbol would be a 3-design obtained as an extension by complementation of a 2-(9,4,3) design.
Therefore triples xyz occur 3 times in the DD* blocks.
Since ( But there ia a 3-(8,4,1) design, which is selfcomplementary being the extension of a Hadamard 2-(7,3,1)
design (see fig 6) . ? 8 There are infinite families of block pair disjoint 2-(2n+l,n,n-1) designs. For example if 2n+l is a prime powe~ put non-zero squares in the corresponding finite field into one block, put the non-zero non-squares into another block and use the algebra of the field to generate more blocks. The details are given Hall [2] , p.209.
Hadamard matrices and therefore Hadamard designs also exist in infinite families.
If it were known that block pair disjoint designs exist for all nor that Hadamard martices exist for all possible orders then it would be possible to assert that there exist 2-designs. with more than any specified number of extensions.
For block pair disjoint 2-(2n+l,n,n-1) designs with 2n+l = 3(mod4) the H blocks contain triples an odd number of times and 3-(4n+2,2n+l,2n-1) designs which are not self~complementary are much harder to construct.
